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PREFACE
To all those who cooperated at the State Hospital for
Mental Diseases, where this study was made, many thanks
are due.
Particularly I am grateful for the suggestions, inter-
est, encouragement, and advice from Mrs. Elizabeth K.
Fletcher, my supervisor, and Miss Jane McLaughlin, social
service worker, at the Hospital.
^ (i‘C& C
Gertrude Alice Chamberlin
Howard, Rhode Island
April 1, 1948
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A boarding home program for the mentally ill may be or-
ganized in two ways. One is the Colony or Community System.
The first and the most famous Colony was established at
G-heel, Belgium, in 1352. On this experiment Hester Crutcher
makes these comments:
By this plan mental patients eligible for family place-
ment are referred to a single hospital, specializing
in their care and supervision, which places them in
families living in or near the small town where the
hospital is situated.
In 1937 there were approximately 3,600 patients living
in homes in Gheei and adjacent villages. This consti-
tuted about one-fifth of the total population within a
radius of ten to fifteen miles of the colony hospital.
2
... in the United States caring for mental patients
is not sufficiently lucrative to maintain a village
which does not have other sources of revenue. It would
be difficult to conceive of the family care checks
taking the place of a productive industry.
3
The second type of organization is the District system
which is used in the United States, Canada, and in several
countries in Europe. Under this plan each institution is
responsible for selecting patients to board out with suit-
able families in scattered communities. Massachusetts, in
1885, was the first state to adopt the District system.
1 Hester B. Crutcher, Foster Home Care for Mental
Patients
, p. 96
2 Ibid
, p. 99
3 Ibid, p. 115
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The need of a law establishing a family-care system was
annually stressed by the Massachusetts State Board of
Charity and finally resulted in the Acts of 1885, Chapter
385. This act went into effect on the 18th of July.
Thirty days after its enactment, two State patients were
sent to boarding homes under its provision. This number
was increased to twenty-nine by the first of January
1886.
4
It was not thought best to try the experiment of boarding
out patients on a large scale until the results of a
cautious trial had been ascertained, there being much
doubt in the minds of many people concerning the safety
and general expediency of such a policy. 5
In fifty years the Massachusetts program developed un-
tils
Eleven of the thirteen state hospitals in Massachusetts
and one school for mental defectives had 367 patients
living in family care as of June 30, 1934. In addition
to this, eleven patients had been placed by the Divi-
sion of Mental Deficiency, making a total of 378. The
ration of family care to institutional patients was
1.3 per 100.®
Following, in addition to Massachusetts, is a list of
states as of 1944 and the date of establishment of the fam-
ily care program in each:
California 1939 Nebraska 1934
Illinois 1941 New York 1933
Maryland 1941 Pennsylvania 1932,
Michigan 1942 Rhode Island 1940
4 Horatio M. Pollock, Family Care of Mental
Patients
, p. 34
5 Ibid
, p. 34
6 Hester B. Crutcher, Foster Home Care for Mental
Patients, p. 187
7 Ibid
, Appendix, pp . 181-193
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3States with prospective programs, as of 1944 were:
Connecticut--since 1940 one institution for the mentally
ill has been endeavoring to develop a family care pro-
gram. No legislation had been passed as of 1944 to en-
able the program to develop and expand.
Minnesota has legislation for the development of a fam-
ily care program but it has not been because suitable
homes could not be found at the rate of $3.00 per week
for board.
Utah has had permissive legislation for family care since
1935. An attempt was made in the 1943 legislature to
pass a law permitting payment of an amount for the pa-
tient in family care equal to the cost of the committed
patient in the hospital. The law was not passed and as
of 1944 Utah had developed no family care program. 3
Boarding home care for the patients at the Rhode Island
State Hospital for Mental Diseases was initiated in 1914 when
the legislature enacted a statute titled, "Restraint, Care
and Cure of the Insane," P. L., 1914, Ch. 1069. Section 53
reads in part: "the director of public welfare may, if he
deem it expedient, place any inmate of the state hospital for
mental diseases of the chronic and quiet class in a suitable
family.
"
In 1938 a sum of money was appropriated by the legis-
lature to the State Hospital to be used to finance a boarding
home program. The program, however, was not given impetus
UH^il 1940 when Old Age Assistance was granted to supplement
what the Hospital could pay. On July 1, 1940 there were
thirty patients in twelve homes under the boarding home pro-
gram. Tv/enty- three received Old Age Assistance supplementa-
8 Hester B. Crutcher, Poster Home Care for Mental
Patients, pp. 194-195
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tion. There has been a gradual development since 1940. Be-
tween July 1, and December 31, 1947, the period of the study,
there were seventy-two patients under the boarding care pro-
gram in fourteen homes.
Purpose The purpose of this study is to examine the
boarding home care program of a large public mental hospital*
The study was made at the Rhode -i-sland State Hospital for
Mental Diseases which is the only public hospital in the
state for the care of the mentally ill.
The study involves such questions as the following:
1. Why does the hospital maintain a boarding home
care program?
2. How is it supervised?
3. How is it financed?
4. What obstacles are there to the development of the
boarding home program?
5. What are the bases of selection of patients for
boarding home care?
6. What are the elements of a successful placement?
7. What are the reasons for failure in placement?
8. Are there benefits and satisfactions from the
boarding home program to the patient, family,
hospital, boarding home, community, and the so-
cial worker? If so, what are these benefits and
satisfactions?
Scope The study was undertaken in an effort to learn
the relationship of the boarding home program at the Rhode
Island State Hospital for Mental Diseases to the general
hospital program and to thirty-six patients in particular;
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5which patients the hospital considers can be cared for in
boarding homes; the number of patients placed in the last six
months of 1947; what the responsibilities of the social ser-
vice department are in placing and in follow-up of patients
in boarding homes; how patients respond to boarding home
care; and the type of adjustment each patient was able to
make in the boarding home.
Method The Rhode Island State hospital for Mental Dis-
eases, from which cases for this study were chosen, is lo-
cated about seven miles southwest of Providence, the capital
of Rhode Island. With the exception of the extremely wealthy,
the patients at the hospital represent a cross section of
the state.
During the period of this study, July 1, 1947 to Decem-
ber 31, 1947 there were between 2,900 and 3,000 patients in
the hospital. This particular period was chosen because it
represented the first half of the fiscal year.
The names of the patients in boarding home care during
the period under study were obtained from the financial re-
cord kept by the hospital social worker who supervises the
patients in placement and the boarding homes. This ledger
showed that during the period of study there were seventy-
two patients in boarding home care. Half of this number was
selected as a representative sample and included:
1. All of the men in placement, because there were only
fourteen as compared with fifty- eight women.
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2 . Eight of the initial placements made during the
period of study.
3. A variety as to diagnosis.
4. Different age levels.
5. Extremes of excellent adjustment and failure to ad-
just.
Information was obtained primarily from the case records
supplemented by material from the social service worker di-
rectly responsible for the boarding home care program.
The schedule for the analysis of each case is given in
Appendix A.
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CHAPTER II
ASPECTS OP A BOARDING HOME PROGRAM
Why the Hospital Maintains a Boardlnp; Home Program
There has been an enormous expansion of institutional
care for the mentally ill in the past few decades.
Long before the war it was known that an enormous problem
in mental health existed in this country. Under mental
health are included such diverse conditions as psychosis,
mental deficiency, epilepsy, alcoholism, psychopathic
personality, and psychoneurosis. Just to hospitalize the
obviously sick civilian cases requires a service of ap-
proximately 900,000 beds, or fifty per cent of all the
civilian hospital beds in America. State mental hospi-
tals are overcrowded, with beds set up in corridors, yet
are unable to accept all who need hospital care. Each
year sees approximately 100,000 new cases admitted for
hospitalization. One tenth of one per cent of the popula-
tion are so mentally defective that they need hospital
care throughout most of their lives.
Horatio M. Pollock states: "unfortunately the increase
of mental patients is cumulative and the annual rate is in-
creasing."-^
At the Rhode Island State Hospital for Mental Diseases
the institution is filled to capacity with need for expan-
sion. The boarding home program lessens overcrowding in the
hospital. There also is a lessened need of building and e-
quipment in proportion to the number of patients placed In
boarding home care. Thus economic aspects of the boarding
home program recommend it since there is financial saving to
9 Social Work Yearbook, 1947, p. 317
10 Horatio M. Pollock, Family Care of Mental Patients,
p. 13
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the hospital, and in turn to the taxpayers, ‘‘•'he boarding
home program allows staff physicians more time for the study
of the more acute and recoverable cases. The boarding home
program releases space for those from whom the community needs
protection, and gives these patients the care and treatment
needed. In time they may be considered well enough for board-
ing home placement.
At the Rhode Island State Hospital for Mental Diseases
the boarding home program is a part of the larger program,
’’Family Care.” Boarding home care may be referred to as fos-
ter home care because placements are made in a home other
than that of the patient's relatives.
Patients who are admitted on Department of Social Welfare
Commitments or on District Court Commitments are re-
leased in the community on "Trial Visit” or ’’Family Care.”
Any patient who can be cared for in a private family or
boarding or nursing home under the supervision of the
hospital may be placed on "Family Care.” Occasionally
patients can be placed in working situations where they
can earn part or ail of the cost of their maintenance in
the community. These patients also can be placed on
"Family Care” under the supervision of the hospital if
there is no suitable person in the community to super-
vise them during the period on ’’Trial Visit." Patients
placed on "Family Care" are expected to be under con-
tinuous supervision of the hospital. Accordingly, no
definite time is set for the automatic termination of
"Family Care.” All cases on "Family Care" should be re-
viewed periodically for consideration of the desirability
of discharge. 1
Types of commitments are explained in Appendix B.
11 Reference Folder for Administrative Procedures
,
State Hospital for Mental Diseases, Howard, R. I.,
Sept. 1945, p. 16
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The welfare of the patient is naturally the primary con-
cern of the hospital, and, since it is considered that some
patients respond better to care in a private home than they
do in the hospital, placements are made in boarding homes.
This is a therapeutic procedure. It affords patients an op-
portunity for adjustment in a more normal environment.
Supervision of the Boarding Home Program
The boarding home program of the Rhode island State Hos-
pital for Mental Diseases is administered by the hospital
under the direct supervision of the Superintendent. The so-
cial service department is immediately charged with the re-
sponsibility of the boarding home program. A trained psy-
chiatric social service worker, who is also a registered
nurse, carries on this service.
Patients for placement are selected by the physician and
referred to the Social Service Department. Before the
placement is made the worker reviews the patient’s record
to acquaint herself with patient’s social background be-
fore entering the Hospital, his financial status, home
environment, his physical and mental health, and his ad-
justment in the community; also, to learn of his prog-
ress during hospitalization, his behavior patterns, his
ideology, and the problems with which the home caretaker
will be confronted in caring for the patient.
The social worker interviews relatives of patients and
discusses with them the location of the home, the super-
vision given patient by the social worker, the adequacy
of the caretaker of the home to meet the physical and
emotional needs of the patient, the ability of the care-
taker to follow directions and her attitude toward car-
ing for patients. She also acquaints the relatives with
the physical set-up of the prospective home and discusses
with the relatives financial arrangements for the cost
of placement of the patient. If this program is accept-
able to relatives the social worker discusses with the
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patient the advantage of a boarding home placement in or-
der that he may have an opportunity to express his feel-
ings about leaving the Hospital and to clarify for him
any apprehensions he may have relative to changing his
environment.
When it has been agreed to try a patient in boarding home
placement the social worker takes patient to his new home.
She introduces him to the caretaker of the home and helps
him to become settled in his new environment.
The social worker then discusses with the caretaker the
needs of the patient as these needs vary with each indi-
vidual. She instructs the caretaker how to cope best
with situations which may arise due to the emotional or
physical condition of the patient.^- 2
Standards
The caretaker is instructed as to the requirements of the
Hospital in the matter of diet, clothing, personal hygi-
ene, and her responsibility in notifying the social work-
er of any change in the patient either physically or
emotionally. The social worker visits these homes on an
average of every two months or more often as the situa-
tion requires and checks with the caretaker the progress
of the patient. She also discusses with the patient any
problems with which he feels he needs assistance and
notes carefully any change in his condition.
The social worker enters in the patient's case record his
mental and physical progress in the boarding home and his
adjustment to his new environment. She also discusses
with the physician any physical or mental problems which
arise with the patient. The social worker is responsi-
ble for the return of the patient to this Hospital should
patient become emotionally upset or physically ill; also
for his material and financial needs.
*
12 Minutes of the Social
Island State Hosoital
R. I., July, 1947, p.
Service Staff Meeting
,
Rhode
for Mental Diseases, Howard,
2
13 Minutes of the Social
Island State Hospital
R. I., July, 1947, p.
Service Staff Meeting
, Rhode
for Mental Diseases, Howard,
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At the outset in an attempt to learn where possible
boarding homes might be found, the social worker visited di-
rectors of public welfare, clergymen, and individuals. She
has found from experience that the best promoters of the
boarding home program and the best source for creating in-
terest in prospective boarding home mothers are the women
who have mentally ill patients in care. Their relatives and
friends become acquainted with the patients and the boarding
home care program through observation and conversation. Two
of the boarding homes are managed by sisters-in-law who be-
came interested after their mother-in-law had patients from
the State Hospital. One couple applied because the wife’s
sister had encouraged them to do so after her successful and
satisfying experience with boarding mentally ill patients.
It is not uncommon to see on the application form the name
of a boarding home mother given as reference.
Application is made by the prospective boarding home
mother stating the type of home, location, physical set-up,
financial status, age of caretakers, number of persons in
the family, ages of each person, reason for applying for pa-
tients. The social worker then visits the home and evalu-
ates it as to suitability and the suitability of the board-
ing home mother, or caretakers, as the case may be.
Private convalescent homes in Rhode Island must be li-
censed by the Department of Social Welfare. Homes used by
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the State Hospital are not required to be licensed because
these homes are an adjunct to the Hospital. All boarding
homes, including those under the supervision of the Hospital,
have to conform to zoning, police, and fire regulations.
Boarding homes used by the State Hospital must conform to reg-
ulations laid down by the Hospital.
Homes must be clean, airy, comfortable, and sanitary;
must provide bath, running water, electricity, bedrooms with
two windows, separate beds, (no more than two patients are
allowed in one room) clean bedding, own wash cloths, a dress-
er, comfortable bedroom chair, and clothes closet; reading
material, some form of recreation; laundry service; and ade-
quate food.
The boarding home mother must be dependable, alert, in-
telligent, sympathetic, kindly, patient and understanding of
patient’s needs, and capable of following directions given
her by the social worker relating to care of patients.
instructions ior the care of patients are given verbal-
ly, with the exception of written instructions for medica-
tion, by the social worker who is a registered nurse and has
been trained in psychiatric social work. All boarding home
mothers agree to meet the requirements of the hospital. They
knew that they can call the social worker at any time if nec-
essary. The relationship between the social worker and the
boarding home mothers is one of mutual confidence and respect.
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It is the policy of the Hospital to use the boarding
home as soon as possible after the home is accepted so that
the interest of the boarding home mother will not be lost.
Only one patient is placed at a time, which gives the board-
ing home mother an opportunity to become acquainted with him
before another is placed.
The object in supervising patients is to assist them
with problems which arise in their effort to adjust in the
community, and to assist the boarding home mother with prob-
lems in the care of patients, to care for patients’ physical,
emotional and material needs, to check on their progress and
to instruct the boarding home mothers in the methods of
meeting the needs of the patients.
Patients, relatives and boarding home mothers under-
stand that relatives may visit patients regularly. Rela-
tives are requested to visit homes before placement is made.
Patients sometimes are taken to visit the home and meet the
boarding home mother prior to placement if hesitancy is
shown.
Supervision ideally includes the recording of the fol-
lowing material regarding each patient:
Time and place of placement.
Financial arrangements.
Name of relatives.
Burial arrangements.
Physical and mental health of patient.
Behavior.
Stream of talk.
Recreational and occupational habits.
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Adjustment to the boarding home.
Attitude of patient toward the home.
Boarding home mother’s report on patient’s behavior,
progress, attitudes.
Contacts with patient’s relatives.
Return to hospital for medical care and treatment pre-
scribed, length of time in the hospital, date and place of
return to the community.
The functions of the social worker in the supervision of
boarding home placement are:
1.
Salesmanship. That is, interesting people in the
community in establishing a home for these patients. It
is difficult to interest people in this program since
they have little appreciation of mental illness, a great
fear that they could not cope with care of these pa-
tients. It also involves a financial investment of con-
siderable amount to prepare the home to receive and care
for these patients.
2. Teaching. Teaching the caretakers how to cope with
the behavior problems displayed and the ideas expressed
by these patients.
3. Social case work. That is, helping a patient to use
whatever mental and physical
just in his new environment.^
|apacities are his to ad-
When one fully realizes what supervision of the board-
ing home program entails he can readily agree with Hester
Crutcher who states: ’’the supervision of patients is no
work for an amateur.”^
As early as 1940 the hospital sponsored a tea for the
group of women who were caring for mentally ill patients in
their homes. Attendance at this tea was one hundred per
’
14 Minutes of the Social Service Staff Meeting, Rhode
Island St ate hospital for Mental Diseases, Howard,
R. I., July, 1947, p. 3
15 Hester B. Crutcher, Foste r Home Care for Mental
Patients
. p. 88
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cent and was a helpful and enjoyable experience for all be-
cause of the Superintendent’s manifested interest and the op-
portunity to discuss common problems with others. During the
war years no further attempt was made for get-togethers, but
plans are under consideration for such a gathering in the
near future.
Financing; the Boarding Home Program
The cost of boarding and maintaining an inmate placed in
a private family or elsewhere as provided in this chap-
ter shall be paid by such person, if he has any estate,
or by the person liable for his support, if any such
there be, otherwise from the funds appropriated therefor;
and the state budget director and comptroller is hereby
authorized and directed to draw his order or orders upon
the general treasurer for the payment of such sum or
sums upon the receipt by him of properly authenticated
and approved vouchers
Although Rhode Island had this permissive legislation
as early as 1914 it was not until 1938 that the legislature
allocated a sum of money, $5,000, to the State Hospital to
finance a boarding home program. Four dollars a week was
the amount allowed for board and care of the mentally ill
in the boarding homes. The program was retarded because of
this amount and it was not possible to expand it until 1940
when Old Age Assistance was granted to patients to supple-
ment what the Hospital could pay. In 1941 Old Age Assis-
tance for hospital patients was discontinued on the basis
that patients of the State Hospital were wards of the State
16 R. I. G. L., Ch. 1069, s. 57
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of Rhode Island and therefore should be wholly supported by
the State. This made it necessary for the Hospital to send
letters to the boarding homes explaining the curtailment of
the boarding home program. Following is a copy of these
letters, datedlvlay 19, 1941.
It is a matter of very grave concern to us that we are
not able to fill those vacant beds which you have, not
only because the Hospital is crowded but because we
need your home for so many of our folk. The problem
lies in the fact that we have many people who would
benefit and improve markedly in such a setting as you
can provide but there is no money available to compen-
sate you for the care you can give.
So many of our people either have no relatives or the
relatives are not in a position to pay over $4.00 a
week. Because of changes in the Old Age Assistance law
it has not been possible for the Hospital to place any
patients with this assistance since the first of 1941.
These limitations, we realize, do work hardships in so
many directions. We regret that their effect is felt
so keenly by you, but we are hoping that shortly we may
be able to secure more adequate boarding funds. Please
accept our appreciation of the help which you have
given to our people and your spirit of willingness to
help further.
There was no supplementation from Old Age Assistance
from 1942 until after July 1, 1947. During these years
boarding home payments were met either by the relatives or
guardian of the patients entirely, or by help from rela-
tives or guardian plus supplementation by the Hospital.
On May 2, 1943 the four dollars per week board rate
paid by the Hospital was increased to six dollars per week.
17 Boarding Home Application File
,
Rhode Island
State Hospital for Mental Diseases, May 19, 1941
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This rate has not been increased since 1943.
In June, 1947 after much discussion among the Hospital,
Department of Social Welfare, and the Social Security
Administration, a new plan for assistance under Old Age
Assistance and General Public Assistance for patients
was finally approved by the Social Security Administra-
tion. Placement of patients under this plan is still
at a standstill until the matter of which patients
should be placed under guardianship is clarified. This
is necessary as the Social Security Law states: ’’Each
recipient of Old Age Assistance is capable of planning
for the use of his payments and spending this money for
his needs and requirements as he sees fit. ”18
By August, 1947 funds from Old Age Assistance and Gen-
eral Public Assistance, to supplement the six dollars, were
coming through more easily. Old Age Assistance could pay
up to forty dollars a month, which meant one dollar and
thirty-four cents per day on a thirty day month, and Gener-
al Public Assistance, up to twelve dollars a month. Old
Age Assistance did not state a definite quota but the num-
ber of patients who can be assisted by this bureau is limi-
ted by districts.
Recent State appropriations to the Department of
Social Welfare for boarding out of patients is shown by the
following list.
IS Minutes of the Social Service Staff Meeting,
Rhode I sTand State hospital ror Ment'aT DlSEfa s e s
,
July, 1947, pp. 1, 2
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Year Ended
June 30 Appropriations
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
$ 5,331.51
5,178.76
7, 500.00
6,335.43
7,739,49
10,489.30
11,122.07
50,000.0019
The Rhode Island State Hospital for Mental Diseases has
a sliding scale for boarding rates. This is determined by
the amount of personal care required by the patient, the lo-
cation of the home, and the advantages which the home can
provide. Homes in urban areas are more expensive than those
in rural areas. The cost of care includes room, meals,
laundry service, twenty-four hour supervision, and simple
nursing care.
19 State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations,
State Budget
,
for the Fiscal Years 1942-1949
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TABLE I
BOARDING HOME PAYMENTS
Total Board per Week
$11.00
12.00
15.00
16.00
18.00
21.00
25.00
26.00
31.00
Number of Patients
1
4
2
4
15
7
1
1
1
Total 36
The patients for whom $11.00 to $18.00 board per week
was paid were ail in boarding homes in rural areas. Some of
them had been in these homes over a period of years and the
boarding home mother has not requested an increase in the
original amount. The average board paid per week for the
thirty-six patients was $18.11.
TABLE II
PLANS FOR PAYMENT
Participants Number of Patients
Hospital and family or guardian 21
Hospital and Old Age Assistance 7
Hospital and General Public Assistance 3
Hospital, Old Age Assistance and Elks Club 1
Guardian 3
Hospital and patient works in the home for
rest of board 1
Total 36
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In cases where the relatives of a patient can afford to
provide the services of a private physician and medication,
they are expected to do so. Otherwise medical care, medi-
cines, and dental care are provided by the hospital, sepa-
rate and apart from funds granted them for payment of board-
ing home care. If an operation is needed relatives make
private arrangements, if they can meet the expense. Other-
wise the hospital performs the operation free of charge.
Shoes and clothing are also provided by the hospital if
there are no relatives to provide them. Old Age Assistance
has a special budget for medical needs and clothing for pa-
tients in boarding home care. Miscellaneous personal needs
are covered by the spending allowance: church, toilet art-
icles, amusement, haircuts, cosmetics, tobacco. Old Age
Assistance recipients receive $1.30 per month for spending
money, on the average, although this varies on the basis of
individual need.
If a patient is returned to relatives they are wholly
responsible for maintaining him.
It is estimated approximately that the per capita cost
per week for board and care for each patient at the hospital
is $11.00.
The amount that can be paid by the hospital per capita
per week for boarding home care is $6.00.
The saving to the Hospital for the twenty-six patients
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who were in boarding home care the entire time between July 1
and December 31, 1947 was approximately $3,192 in the six
month period.
The other ten patients studied are not included in this
approximation because they were not in boarding home care
the entire period from July 1 to December 31, 1947.
Obstacles to Development of the Boarding Home Program
The main obstacle to the development of the boarding
home program at the Rnode Island State Hospital for Mental
Diseases has been lack of finances. The following excerpts
from annual reports of the social service department indi-
cate this.
Further efforts have been made to obtain boarding homes
in the community for elderly patients at the rate of
four dollars a week, the amount permitted by the State.
It has been felt that such a small amount makes the
placing out of patients extremely difficult as the ex-
pense for food alone nearly amounts to that figure.
Furthermore, as indigent patients require considerable
supervision and are often responsible for breakage of
dishes and destruction of bed clothing, caretakers can-
not afford to take patients at that rate over any period
of time. If they do, one of two things happens, either
the patients are neglected and underfed or they are made
to work very hard to supplement their board. The hospi-
tal disapproves of both procedures. Experience with
privately paid boarding patients indicates that seven
dollars a week provides good boarding care and it is
felt that the difference between this amount and the
maintenance of patients in the hospital is more than
covered by their better adjustment in boarding homes
which can be procured at such a cost. Social Service
regrets that the appropriation for boarding care is to
be discontinued at the end of the 1938-39 fiscal year
without opportunity for explanation of the difficulties
involved in establishing such homes. ^0
20 Annual Reoort
,
Social Service Department
,
Rhode
Island State Hospital for Mental Diseases, 1938-1939
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This Hospital, as all hospitals throughout the country,
is daily faced with the ever increasing number of ad-
missions of aged people. While many of these folk do
not require long hospitalization in many instances there
are neither the economic nor social resources available
for their return to the community. The Boarding Home
Program, which was considerably expanded by the Social
Service Department in 1938 and 1939, provides care out-
side the Hospital for a limited number of patients whose
health permits them to leave the Hospital, and for whom
financial assistance is available. ^1
A revision of the Old Age Assistance Law has made it
impossible for the Hospital to apply for grants for pa-
tients about to be placed in boarding homes. Although
this has not made a perceptible difference in the num-
ber of patients placed out, it has meant that a few pa-
tients who have no source of supplementation to the
hospital allowance have been unable to return to the
community under the boarding home plan. 22
It has been stated that permissive legislation for the
placement of patients from the State Hospital in boarding
home care was granted in 1914. For about twenty-five years
the program was held up, not only because of lack of finan-
ces, but also because the social service staff was too
small to undertake placement and follow-up of patients. It
was felt that it would be a dangerous and unfair procedure
to both workers and patients for the department to attempt
supervision of patients in boarding home care until more
workers were added.
21 Annual Report
,
Social Service Department
,
Rhode
Island State Hospital for Mental Diseases, 1940-41
22 Ibid, 1943-44
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Although the placing of mental patients in homes for care,
even in the United States is not a new venture, it has
been so limited both numerically and geographically that
few people are aware of the fact that it exists.
Even if finances were adequate to support the boarding
home program, and even with a sufficient number of social
workers to carry on the program there can be no great expan-
sion of the program until the general public understands bet-
ter the nature and meaning of mental illness. Many still
think that all persons who are mentally ill are maniacs, that
they are denudative, have great strength, scream much of the
time, and are dangerous to themselves and others.
The mental health program, authorized by Congress in
1946, received its first appropriations, totalling seven and
a half millions on July 8, 1947. This will mean greater dis-
semination of information about mental hygiene to the public.
Mental hygiene education, not only of the patient, but of
the community at large, is of fundamental Importance....
The common reluctance of patients to seek treatment, re-
sulting from misconception and lack of information, must
be overcome. In the public mind mental disease has ap-
peared largely as an all-or-none affair, as expressed in
the established legal fiction that a person is either
sane or insane. Under a system which in general makes
little provision for psychiatric treatment until the pa-
tient is committed to an institution, it is scarcely sur-
prising that this view has remained so prevalent. 24
The boarding home program is a plan that has to be de-
23 Hester B. Crutcher, Foster Home C a re for Mental
Patients
, p. 55
24 Robert H. Felix, "Operation of the National Mental
Health Act," The Compass
, 18:2, p. 12, January,
1947
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veloped gradually and with, caution, f'o have it a successful
program it cannot be pushed without adequate finances, a
qualified and ample staff, and interest and willingness by
the public.
Elements of a Successful Placement
The successful boarding home care program begins at the
hospital. Planning and mutual understanding among the phy-
sician, social worker, relatives, patient, and the boarding
home mother are necessary before placement is made.
Physicians on each service select, for possible place-
ment, patients of the chronic, quiet type, as stipulated by
law. The patient is given mental examinations. The Wesch-
ler-Bellevue Verbal Scale is given to all patients and some
are given other tests, as the case indicates. After a care-
ful physical examination the patient is referred by the phy-
sician to the social worker for placement.
The social worker examines the record of the patient
noting carefully his social background before admission, his
progress during hospitalization, the attitude of the family
toward the patient, the financial resources of the family.
She then discusses with the referring physician the physical
health of the patient, all medications prescribed, if any,
the patient’s behavior patterns, his content of thought, and
any simple nursing care which is indicated.
These necessary preliminaries are of great importance in
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order that the social worker may select a boarding home which
can best meet the need of the patient and a boarding home
mother who can best help the patient to make a happy emotion-
al adjustment in the community.
An attempt is made to place the patient in an environ-
ment that approximates, as nearly as possible, the most whole-
some home life he previously knew.
Occasionally a patient is referred to the social worker
for placement for whom a plan cannot be made for boarding
home care. Wheel chair, incontinent, or bed patients are not
placeable. In other instances the social worker, after stud-
ying the patient’s record, recognizes that the patient be-
cause of serious personality difficulties could not adjust
readily, if at all, in boarding home care. Plans for place-
ment are not carried further.
After the social worker studies the patient's record and
confers with the referring physician she next visits the rel-
ative of the patient and acquaints him with the boarding home
program. She discusses with the relative the advantage of
placement of the patient, the location of the home, its phys-
ical set-lip, the disposition, responsibility, and personality
of the boarding home mother, the relative’s financial respon-
sibility for placement as well as the responsibility of the
hospital toward the patient so placed, and the supervision
given the patient at the home by the social worker.
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Sometimes the patient has no relative or guardian and then it
is Old Age Assistance or the General Public Assistance worker
with whom the social worker from the hospital makes plans.
If the plan is acceptable to the relative or to the public
agency, as the case may be, and agreement is reached to as-
sume some portion of financial responsibility for placement,
the social worker next visits the patient in the hospital to
ascertain his attitude toward placement in a boarding home.
During her visit with the patient the social worker ac-
quaints him with the advantage of placement in a home en-
vironment, what the home has to offer in the way of comfort,
recreation, the personality of the boarding home mother, the
location and physical set-up of the home, the supervision
given in the home, the interest which the hospital retains
toward him, and tries to alleviate any apprehension he may
have toward leaving the hospital. Such an abrupt change in
a way of living might naturally cause the patient anxiety.
If the program is acceptable to the patient and to the rela-
tive or public agency, as the case may be, the social worker
next visits the boarding home mother whom she has selected
and discusses with her the patient as to his behavior pat-
terns, his outlook, his physical care, emotional needs and
financial arrangements for placement. The social worker la-
ter accompanies the patient to the boarding home.
The successful boarding home care program, in general.
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develops around the personality of the boarding home mother.
Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon the personal quali-
ties necessary. Ideally the qualities which the hospital ex-
pects the boarding home mother to possess and demonstrate are:
responsibility, intelligence, stability, kindliness, under-
standing of patient’s emotional and physical needs, alert-
ness, sense of humor, capability to follow directions given
her by the social worker relating to the individual care of
the patients. It is preferred that the boarding home mother
be an individual well-respected and established in the com-
munity and between thirty-five and sixty years of age.
Following are comments by the social worker upon first
visit, about several boarding home mothers:
Mrs. B. is a fifty-eight year old vigorous, friendly wo-
man who makes one feel at home instantly. One is im-
pressed immediately by her apparent excellent health and
wholesomeness. She speaks in a hearty full toned voice,
laughs readily and seems good natured. It is felt that
she has a genuine interest in people and will be a co-
operative, reliable and responsible boarding home mother.
She gives one a feeling of stability and security and is
prepared to give whatever supervision is necessary to any
patient placed there.
Miss P. is a neat pleasant appearing fifty-two year old
maiden lady who possessed a good deal of poise and self-
assurance. She was frank in discussing her situation
with the worker, and she gave the impression of being
sincere in her interest in other people. She seems to
realize that patients would have peculiarities and might
need a great deal of attention, but she is willing to
give them as much of her time as they might need. She
is a healthy, capable, and stable person.
Mrs. W. is a woman of forty-nine years who impresses one
as being kind and sincere in her attitude. She is warm
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and sincerely interested in people, particularly the el-
derly . 25
The successful boarding home placement requires a posi-
tive approach by the social worker and the boarding home
mother in encouraging and developing the strengths that the
patient possesses to help him to make his best adjustment.
During placement the Hospital is as fully responsible
for the patient’s physical and mental health and material
needs as though he remained in the Hospital.
Successful placement requires frequent follow-up visits
by the social worker. Patients are visited every two months
or oftener and the social worker is always in close contact
with the boarding home mother who is instructed to notify the
worker immediately of any change in the patient, physically
or mentally or of any financial or material needs of the pa-
tient. There is a telephone in each home.
As the boarding home program developed it was recognized
by the Hospital that a valuable service to the patients and a
needed addition to the program were visits by a physician
from the Hospital twice a year or whenever the need of his
services seemed indicated. This service has been valuable to
the program and if it is necessary for a patient to be re-
turned to the Hospital the notations of the findings by the
physician when the patient was visited by him are helpful in
25 Boarding Home Application File
,
Rhode Island State
Hospital for Mental Diseases
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further treatment.
It can readily be seen that a successful boarding home
placement depends upon cooperation by all concerned.
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CHAPTER III
AN ANALYSIS OF CERTAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BOARDING HOMES
•Introduction
Information for the analysis was obtained from case his-
tories of the patients included in the study, from boarding
home applications, follow-up reports, and from personal in-
terviews with the case work supervisor and the social worker
who supervises the boarding home program. The points to be
discussed in this chapter were not ail indicated in every in-
stance but there was sufficient evidence to warrant their in-
clusion.
The first application on record to take mentally ill pa-
tients for boarding care was made by letter to the Superin-
tendent of the Rhode Island State Hospital for Mental Diseases
by an interested couple on June 4, 1935. The letter was an-
swered immediately, and a visit to the home was made by a
social service worker from the hospital. One of the reasons
given by this couple for wishing to take patients was to sup-
plement their income. The hospital was unable at that time
to pay enough for the care of a patient to meet expenses.
The first placement by the hospital of a patient in a board-
ing home was in June 1938, in this home. Since that time un-
til December 31, 1947 thirty-four applications from prospec-
tive boarding home mothers had been received which were ac-
cepted and the homes used at one time or another.
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On January 2, 1941 there were six boarding homes in use.
Three of these were discontinued in 1941 by the hospital for
the following reasons:
One home did not comply within a reasonable time to
standards of cleanliness.
One failed to provide adequate diet for patients.
One gave inadequate care.
By July 1, 1943 the number of boarding homes had been
increased, including the three original ones continued, to
twenty-three, and eleven had been added between that time
and December 31, 1947.
The total number of placements in the thirty-four
boarding homes between June 1938 and December 31, 1947 was
two hundred and thirty-four. This does not mean the number
of patients as some transfers were necessary. Some patients
were returned to the hospital and upon improvement placement
was again made, not always in the former boarding home.
The total number of patients in boarding home care be-
tween July 1 and December 31, 1947 was seventy- two and the
population varied from one patient in seven homes to four-
teen in another* Of the fourteen boarding homes listed on
June 30, 1947 thirteen were still in use on December 31, 1947.
Reasons for the discontinuance of eighteen homes between Jan-
uary 2, 1941 and December 31, 1947 were as follows:
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TABLE III
REASONS FOR DISCONTINUANCE OF BOARDING HOMES
Reason Number of Homes
Inadequate care (diet, cleanliness,
left patient unattended) 4
Boarding home mother ill 3
Homes too isolated 2
Excessive board rates 2
Boarding home took one patient only who had
been known to the family previously*
Did not want other patients 2
Boarding home mother died 1
Boarding home mother moved to distant state 1
Boarding home mother married 1
Boarding home run by religious order.
Would take destitute persons only 1
Boarding home became licensed for Old Age
Assistance cases only 1
Total 18
All of these homes, with the exception of the four where
inadequate care was given, were voluntarily discontinued.
One new boarding home was approved in September 1947.
Location of the Homes
Of the fourteen boarding homes ten were in urban com-
munities and four in rural areas. A special effort has been
made in recent years to find homes in urban areas as the ma-
jority of the patients object to the isolation of the coun-
try and their relatives also prefer having them in the cities
where they can visit them more easily.
Following are three descriptions of accepted boarding
homes. These were homes accepted early in the program.
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The home is a modern one near the village of
.
There are seven rooms, with a large room upstairs which
could easily accommodate three patients. There is a
furnace, electric lights, and running water. It is an
extremely attractive house with many windows, a large
fireplace, and spacious attractively arranged rooms.
There are three rooms downstairs available for patients,
and Miss P. sleeps in a small room formed by the hall-
way adjoining the bathroom where she can watch the pa-
tients at all times. She plans to keep this house in-
definitely and it is the owner’s feeling that if her
undertaking is successful he will add on several bed-
rooms for her. The house is set back from the road and
up on a hill. In the rear is a large lawn leading to a
wooded section where patients may wander at their lei-
sure without being observed by neighbors and passersby.
An outdoor fireplace with surrounding tables and benches
forms an excellent place for outdoor recreation.
The house is an attractive, nine room bungalow in a
pleasant neighborhood in
.
There is very little
room in front of the house but there is a large back
yard with many trees, flowers and an outdoor fireplace.
The rooms are tastefully and comfortably furnished and
every convenience is at hand. There are many books,
magazines and papers invitingly arranged. All bedrooms
are on the second floor, and the two to be given to the
patients have porches opening from them. There are
large closets in each room and the rooms themselves are
airy and cheerful. In winter the house is kept at an
even temperature by the automatically regulated furnace.
The house is a large, rambling structure which is in a
rather rural section of
.
There is a typical farm
atmosphere about the place, and at the side door one saw
vegetables heaped up by the well. There were large
barns in the rear and apparently a good deal of land
connected with the place. The first floor of the house
is unoccupied at present. The second floor, consisting
of six rooms, and the third consisting of five rooms are
for the use of patients. These are of comfortable size
and open directly off the living room, on the other side
of which is the bathroom. The caretaker's bedroom would
be next to the patients’ rooms and the dining room also
opens out of the living-room. There are ail modern con-
veniences in the house.
^
26 Boarding Home Application Files, Rhode Island
State Hospital for Mental Diseases
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Number of Patients
The total number of patients under study in the twelve
homes was thirty-six, between July 1 and December 31, 1947.
The population varied from one patient in five homes to eight
in another. The enrollment of the twelve homes may be seen
as follows
:
TABLE IV
NUMBER OF PATIENTS IN BOARDING HOMES
Number of Patients Number of Homes Total
1 5 5
2 1 2
3 2 6
4 2 8
5 0 0
6 0 0
7 1 7
8 1 8
Total 36
TABLE V
POPULATION ACCORDING TO SEX
Home Number Male Female
1 0 1
2 1 1
3 1 2
4 0 1
5 1 0
6 0 1
7 1 7
8 7 1
9 2 2
10 0 4
11 0 0
12 1 2
Total 14 22
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Preference as to sex
The majority of the boarding home mothers specify that
they want women only because some homes are not equipped with
bathroom and other facilities for both. One boarding home
mother is single and lives alone in tne country so will take
women only. Four homes, although stating a preference for
women or men will take either sex.
TABLE VI
CAPACITY OF HOMES AND VACANCIES
December 31, 1947
Home Number Capacity Vacancies
1 2 0
2 5 3
3 4 0
4 1 0
5 4 3
6 4 0
7 14 0
8 14 2
9 12 0
10 6 1
11 1 0
12 6 2
13 1 0
14 1 0
Total 75 11
All of the boarding homes are for white patients. A
colored patient has never been placed in boarding home care.
The social worker has had the cooperation of the Urban League
but no colored person has ever made application to take pa-
tients to board. The reason seems to be that most colored
persons seem to have less understanding and greater fear of
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the mentally ill than do white persons.
Figure I, following, shows the number of patients in
boarding home care from 1914 through 1947.
From 1914 to 1938 there were no patients placed. This
was because financial aid was not adequate. Also the social
service staff was not large enough to warrant placement and
follow-up of patients, both of which are time-consuming, and
there were other duties for which this department was respon-
sible that were more pressing.
There was a gradual and steady increase in the number of
patients placed in boarding home care from 1938 to 1943.
During 1943 and the first half of 1944 former assistance from
Old Age Assistance was discontinued and the number of pa-
tients who were placed was lower than previously. During the
latter half of 1944 and during 1945 the number was again in-
creased but dropped in 1945 and the first half of 1946 again
because Old Age Assistance funds were not coming through for
patients. The largest number of patients that have ever been
placed in boarding home care was that group in care from
June 30, 1946 to December 31, 1947.
The number of patients in boarding home care has jumped
from nine in 1938-39 to 105 in 1946 through 1947.
Total number of patients placed in the nine year period
was 636.
The average number of patients placed over the nine year
period was 70.6, or seventy-one.
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Eight of the boarding home mothers have a husband but in
four of the homes the husband is not an active caretaker of
the patients. In the other four homes the husband helps his
wife in caring for the patients. All of the husbands were
willing that the wife take mentally ill patients into the
home
.
Reasons for Boarding Patients
Mr. and Mrs. B. would like to take patients to help with
family expenses since Mr. B. is not able to secure work.
They feel that a person who is mentally ill is helped to
regain health if freed from worry, has good food and
care, and has a chance to rest and enjoy the peace and
quiet of the out-of-doors.
Because of the marriage of Miss P.’s sister she is now
living alone and wants companionship. The box factory
in which she was employed is now closed and she does not
have any means of support.
Mrs. W. stated that she was taking patients only because
she is somewhat lonesome now that her daughter is away
at school. She and her husband occupy the large farm
all by themselves. She knows what she is undertaking in
wanting to care for aged people as her husband’s mother
and father were senile about seven years before their
deaths and she took care of them during that period alone.
The family does not consider this a money-making propo-
sition.
Mr. and Mrs. L. are anxious to take patients in their
home since Mrs. L.’s sister has shown them how success-
fully patients can be managed in a home. Mrs. L. stated
that she has a good deal of time that she would like to
spend in a constructive way and she feels that she might
augment the family income if she could take care of pa-
tients.
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Activities for Patients in the Boarding Homes
Only four of the thirty-six patients spent most of their
time inactively, sitting in a chair in their rooms. The rea-
sons for this is shown below:
One patient was ninety-two years old, and was partially
confused. She went down regularly to meals in the
dining room at her request.
One patient was totally blind.
One patient had almost complete loss of hearing.
One had poor eyesight and was a bed patient most of the
time, age eighty- five.
Twenty-two patients were visited frequently by relatives,
guardian, or friends. Eight patients had no relatives. Cler-
gymen of both faiths often visit the patients.
Patients are not expected to do even the simplest
housekeeping tasks unless they wish to do so. Some of the
patients had been willing to do some work while at the hos-
pital and they were responsive and interested in helping in
the boarding home. Others who had shown no evidence of in-
terest in work while at the hospital gladly performed simple
tasks in the boarding home where they could do things they
liked to do and see the immediate results.
Some of the most common activities are listed below:
Walking
Reading
Listening to radio
Visiting with other patients and boarding home mother
Visiting with relatives and visitors
Playing cards, solitaire, or with other patients
Going for rides
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Sitting in yard or on porch enjoying the sun and air.
Dusting, doing dishes, peeling vegetables, tending
flowers, picking up own room, piling wood, cutting lawn,
tending fire.
Watching the routine of the boarding home.
Some of the activities not participated in by all of the
patients but by some were:
Shopping downtown once a week.
Watching baby chicks, playing with the kitten.
Attending wedding of niece.
Attending movies.
Walking to corner store each day for the paper and for a
visit with the storekeeper.
Attending church and church socials.
Running errands for the boarding home mother and others
in the neighborhood.
If a patient had a hobby every attempt was made to help
him to revive or increase his interest in it. Two patients
have derived a great deal of pleasure from gardening. One
patient painted over toys for the son of the boarding home
\
mother. One patient is an excellent furniture finisher and
he has refinished some of the furniture in the boarding home
and for friends of the boarding home mother. Not only has
being able to do this kind of work in the boarding home
pleased him very much but he has had financial gains.
In the rural areas particularly ladies in the neighbor-
hood called occasionally and had little parties for the pa-
tients. The boarding home mothers were careful to observe
birthdays and special occasions.
One boarding home mother invited the young son of the
patient to the home for Thanksgiving dinner.
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Only four of the patients find time dragging but these
are those who have infirmities or are confused and for these
time would drag for them in any setting. All of the others
keep busy in one way or another, as described.
Comments on some of the caretakers, after the homes had
been in use for a period, are of interest:
In the year that Mrs. B. has had patients in her home she
has proved to be one of the most able caretakers. While
the house itself does not always meet the standards of
cleanliness that we should like, the patients and their
bedding are always clean and the food and cooking uten-
sils are carefully handled. Both Mr. and Mrs. B. give so
much of themselves to the patients that no one ever has
any complaints to offer. They are good-natured, whole-
some people who have shown a genuine interest in the pa-
tients and have not withheld anything that they felt they
might need for their benefit. in the last year they have
added a toilet, bathroom and shower- room to the house and
they have built a large front porch. Mrs. B. does not
hesitate to take care of patients who are somewhat diffi-
cult and seems to be pretty capable particularly for car-
ing for physical difficulties. She is kindly yet firm in
her handling of the patients and all of them thoroughly
respect and like her.
From the time that Miss P. first began taking patients it
was found that she gave them excellent care. They all
have liked her a great deal and often tell the worker
that she is the best woman in the world. She is extreme-
ly kind to them and is very much interested in their wel-
fare. She does everything for their comfort and happi-
ness such as parties and celebrations. For birthdays she
has taken them to town for shopping excursions. Those
who were able she took to the State Fair. She appreci-
ates the fact that caring for patients provides a home
for her as well and is grateful for this.
Observation of this home over a period of five months
during which patients have resided here has shown that
Mr. and Mrs. L. are very capable of taking care of pa-
tients. They have shown good judgment in handling the
patients’ emergencies and at all times have treated the
patients with kindness and consideration. The food has
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been excellent and patient's clothing has always been
clean and well-cared for. Each patient who has been in
this home has had this same renort to give to worker and
that is, "we live like kings." 20
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CHAPTER IV
THE PATIENTS AS A GROUP
Preliminary to the presentation of some case summaries a
general comparison of certain facts seems advisable. Cases
included in the study could not easily be classified. They
are therefore being presented as a group. Case summaries
will be given on several typical cases and on several that
are a- typical; also on trial visit and failure cases.
Brief Statistical Summary
Age
The average age of the thirty-six patients was 72.4
years. The youngest was twenty-two and the oldest was ninety-
two. There has been a special effort by the hospital to
place elderly patients.
TABLE VII
AGE DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO SEX
Sex 22-31 32-41 42-51 52-61 62-71 72-76 77-81 82-86 87-92
Male 0 1 0 3 4 3 2 0 1
Female 1 0 1 2 2 7 4 3 2
Total 1 1 1 5 6 10 6 3 3
There have been many articles written on the increase of
the elderly. Following is a revealing statement.
From 1923 to 1945 there has been a 150 per cent increase
in admissions of persons aged 60 or more, and an increase
of 116 per cent in resident patients of the same age
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group in state hospitals 29
Sex
There were twenty-two women and fourteen men in the
group. The statistics for the Hospital on December 31, 1947
showed the number of patients to be 1,434 men and 1,507 wo-
men. This explains in part the larger number of women in
boarding home care than men. Another factor is that most of
the homes preferred women patients.
Marital Status
Six of the group were married, eleven had never married,
one was separated, one divorced, and the seventeen others
were widowed.
TABLE VIII
MARITAL STATUS ACCORDING TO SEX
Sex Single Married Widowed Divorced Separated
Male 5 4 4 1 0
Female 6 2 13 0 1
Total 11 6 17 1 1
Religion
Seventeen of the group were Catholics and eighteen were
Protestant. The religion of one was unknown. Religion does
29 Clifford L. Williams, M.D., ’’The Mental Hygiene
of Aging,” Quarterly Review of Psychiatry and
Neurology, 2:2, p. 132, April, 1947
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not enter into placement of these patients as it would for
children because it is felt that adults have their beliefs
formulated. If a patient stated a preference for being
placed in a home of the same faith as his own, this was done.
Color
All of the thirty-six patients were white. There have
been no colored patients in placement to date.
Commitments
Twenty-six patients were admitted, under Department of
Social Welfare Commitment and ten under District Court Com-
mitment. Explanation of types of commitment are given in
Appendix B.
The histories indicated that eight of the thirty-six
patients had had previous episodes of mental illness. Thir-
ty-five were at Rhode Island State Hospital for Mental Di-
seases on first commitments, none on second, and one on
third. Ten patients were admitted to the State Hospital on
transfer from other mental hospitals.
Diagnosis
Diagnosis was not an important factor in selection.
The degree of disturbance and its effect on the patient and
others was the determining factor regarding diagnosis.
Following is a list of diagnoses of the thirty-six pa-
tients included in the study. The classification is that
adopted by the Committee on Statistics and approved by the
!0 "* . •-
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Council of the American Psychiatric Association.*"
Senile Psychoses
Simple deterioration 9
Paranoid type 3
Psychoses with Cerebral Arteriosclerosis 7
Psychoses Due to Intoxication
Korsakoff’s psychosis 5
Delirium tremens 1
Psychosis due to alcohol, paranoid type 1
Psychoneurosis
Reactive depression 3
Hysteria 1
Without Mental Disorder
Mental deficiency (imbecile) 2
Psychoses Due to Drugs and Other
Exogenous Poison Due to gases 1
Dementia Praecox
Paranoid type 1
Psychoses Due to Convulsive Disorders
( epilepsy)
Epileptic clouded state 1
Manic-depressive Psychoses
Manic type 1
Total 36
Harold D. Palmer, M. D., states, ’’senile dementia and
psychosis with cerebral arteriosclerosis are the two major
31problems in the mental disorders of old age.” He explains
30 Statistical Manual for the Use of Hospitals for
Mental Diseases
,
National Committee for Mental
Hygiene, 1945, pp. 14-16
31 Harold D. Palmer, M.D., "Mental Disorders of Old
Age,” Geriatrics , 1:1, p. 61, Jan.-Peb. 1946
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the diagnoses as follows:
Senile Psychosis
Onset is gradual ... .prodromal symptoms are associated
with numerous signs of physical disintegration.
motion . Confusion, disorientation, especially in tem-
poral sphere, stubborn adherence to fixed ideas, fail-
ure of memory, especially for recent events, mind of-
ten occupied with reminiscences and pseudo-reminis-
cences, fabrications, amnesia of patchy character, de-
lusions of paranoid type or of grandeur, auditory hal-
lucinations, absurd and fantastic delusions.
Action of Behavior . Hoarding of trinkets and useless
objects, reversal of sleeping habits, with dozing dur-
ing the day and wakefulness and restlessness at night,
indecent exposure, incontinence of urine and feces,
often coprophilia.
Psychosis with Cerebral Arteriosclerosis
Onset . May be gradual and is associated with the typi-
cal physical symptoms of arteriosclerosis of the brain:
vertigo, head noises, tremors, unsteady gait, pares-
thesias, transitory "strokes," aphasias, and apraxias.
In some instances mental symptoms may not appear until
after the occurrence of an apoplectiform attack. In
other cases mental abnormalities appear only after a
series of epileptiform seizures. The mental symptoms
can be summarized as follows:
Emotion . Emotional instability, tearfulness, or laugh-
ter without apparent cause, irritability, inappropri-
ate outbursts of temper (morbid anger), suspiciousness,
and depression may occur with the realization of mental
incompetence; morbid apprehension and panic, and terri-
fying dreams that disturb sleep.
Ideation . Transient states of clouding of consciousness
and confusion, disorientation, difficulty in concentra-
tion and attentiveness, memory defects, especially for
names, apraxia or aphasia following transient epilepti-
form or apoplectiform seizures, mental preoccupation
with fears, and delusions of threats of bodily harm.
Action or Behavior . Carelessness and slovenliness in
personal attire, neglect of personal cleanliness, epi-
sodes of violence, restlessness both day and night,
fatigability, and fairly rapid disintegration, with
increasing frequency of "strokes" and cardiovascular
impairments
32 Harold D. Palmer, M.D., "Mental Disorders of Old
Age," Geriatrics
, 1:1 pp. 69, 70, Jan. - Feb. 1946
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TABLE IX
LENGTH OF TIME IN THE HOSPITAL WHEN PLACED
Time in Hospital Number of Patients
Less than 1 month 1
1
to 6 months 14
6 to 12 months 8
1 to 2 years 7
2 to 3 years 2
3 to 4 years 2
4 to 5 years 1
5 to 10 years 1
Total 36
TABLE X
LENGTH OF TIME IN THE BOARDING HOME
Time in Boarding Home Number of Patients
Less than 1 month 3
1 to 6 months 6
6
to 12 months 2
1 to 2 years 2
2 to 3 years 3
3 to 4 years 5
4 to 5 years 4
5 to 6 years 6
6 to 7 years 1
7 to 8 years 3
8 to 9 years 1
Total 36
TABLE XI
DEGREE OF ADJUSTMENT IN BOARDING HOME
Degree of Adjustment Number of Patients
Excellent 4
Good 24
Fair 5
Poor without failure 2
Poor with failure 1
Total “3£
'
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Criteria of adjustment are as follows:
Excellent --'Hie patient makes the best use of his own capa-
bilities, follows the routine of the boarding home mother,
is pleasant in the home and cooperates with the boarding
home mother and the other patients, is satisfied with the
placement, and is happy and contented. Patients who do not
require return to the Hospital and have remained under fam-
ily care for five years or more are considered to have made
an excellent adjustment. Some patients are well enough to
partially support themselves. No complaints are received
if patient is making an excellent adjustment. Some patients
improve so as to go on trial visit or even to be discharged
from the books of the Hospital.
Good— The patient makes some but not full use of his own
capabilities in adjusting. He follows routine of the home
well and adjusts well enough so that there are no complaints
from the boarding home mother. If the patient does not have
to be returned to the Hospital and remains under family care
for five years or more he has made a good adjustment.
Fair--The patient does not make the best use of his own
capabilities. He is irritable at times and does not always
cooperate. He is sometimes unpleasant to the other pa-
tients. He does not have to be returned to the Hospital
however
.
Poor without failure --The patient makes little use of the
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placement. The boarding home mother and social worker of
ten have to help him to adjust better. There is always a
question as to how long before request will come for his
return to the Hospital.
Poor with failure - -The patient is unable to adjust. He i
disturbing to the routine of the home and to the other pa
tients. He has no insight into the illness or the situa-
tion.
Boarding home care was discontinued in three cases
for the following reasons:
Failure to adjust in the home situation 2
Returned to own family on Trial Visit 1
None of the thirty-six patients were discharged from
the Hospital because adjustment did not warrant it. Con-
sidering the age group this would hardly be expected.
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CHAPTER V
CASE STUDIES
A. Typical Cases
Following are eight cases which are considered typical
in that they represent the things most commonly found to be
true of patients in boarding home care from this Hospital.
Most of the patients are elderly, have diagnoses of either
Senile Psychosis or Psychosis with Cerebral Arteriosclerosis;
the majority are women, most of them have made a good adjust-
ment, few have had previous episodes, and all have continued
in boarding care.
Mary Wright
,
a widow, was seventy-two years old at the time
she was admitted to the Hospital under a District Court
Commitment. There had been no previous episodes. Upon
admission patient was very much undernourished, forget-
ful, misidentified people, negligent of her person, and
there was no one to care for her. Diagnosis: Senile
Psychosis, Simple Deterioration,
While in the Hospital Mrs. Wright was always pleasant and
agreeable and gave no trouble in oare. Whenever she saw
the Doctor on rounds she requested to be allowed to go
home. Also she wrote letters to her niece asking her to
take her out of the Hospital.
Two months after admission the social service department
was notified by the Doctor that Mrs. Wright was well
enough for placement. Patient’s niece requested that
Mrs. Wright be kept in the Hospital during the winter.
The patient herself at this time thought she did not want
to be placed in a boarding home as her desire was to re-
turn to her one room apartment.
Three months later the ward physician notified the social
service department that Mrs. Wright could very well get
along in a boarding home and that she had agreed that if
such a home could be found within the city limits of P.
she would be willing to be placed. Mrs. Wright’s niece
was contacted and she expressed her willingness that the
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patient be placed in a boarding home. Placement was made
after Mrs. Wright had been in the Hospital for six months.
For two months Mrs. Wright was difficult to get along with
because she was ambitious to return to her former one room
apartment. During the third month she got along much more
satisfactorily. She spent most of the day picking over
her personal belongings, reading the newspapers, and rest-
ing. She is extremely deaf so conversation was limited.
She spent considerable time walking about the yard.
As of December 31, 1947 Mrs. Wright had been in the board-
ing home for five years, ten months. In this period of
time she had developed neuralgia and for the past two
years spent most of her time in bed. Her eyesight failed
considerably and txhe only person that she seemed to rec-
ognize was the boarding home mother, more by her voice
than by sight. Mrs. Wright made a good adjustment in the
boarding home and although she never had much to say she
indicated to the social worker by her attitude that she
was very happy in this home.
Mrs. Wright’s niece, although living in another state,
visited quite often. When Mrs. Wright was first placed
the niece was delighted with patient’s physical improve-
ment and her new situation. She always was very well
satisfied and very appreciative of the care the boarding
home mother gave Mrs. Wright.
The board of eighteen dollars a week was paid by six doll-
ars from the Hospital and twelve dollars by the niece,
patient’s guardian, from a pension patient receives as
widow of a Civil War veteran.
Mrs. Wright is now eighty-five years old and it is not ex-
pected that she will live long. The boarding home mother
is willing to have her remain in the boarding home unless
she becomes considerably more care than she is at present.
Hannah Anders
,
single, was sixty-three years old when she was
admitted to the Hospital under a District Court Commit-
ment. There had been no previous episodes. She had be-
come unmanageable at home, wandered around the house at
night, was noisy, disturbed others in the home, threatened
her niece, and turned against her sister. Diagnosis:
Psychosis with Cerebral Arteriosclerosis.
Miss Anders adjusted well in the Hospital, was pleasant
and agreeable and helped very willingly with work on the
ward. Two months after admission it was felt by the Doc-
tor that she was well enough for placement in a boarding
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home. Her family was agreeable to this plan but the pa-
tient was rather apprehensive about leaving the Hospital.
Therefore the social worker took Miss Anders for an in-
terview with the prospective boarding home mother and to
give her an opportunity to see the boarding home. She
was satisfied and said she would like to try placement.
Placement was made after Miss Anders had been in the
Hospital for three months.
At first she was disagreeable and at times troublesome
and difficult to handle. She was a-social and thought
herself better than the other patients. For a month she
refused to eat a normal diet and gave as her reason that
she was upset because she wanted to live with her niece.
The social worker discussed the matter with the niece who
said that she could not have Miss Anders in her home,
that she was a '’trouble maker.”
Miss Anders was visited regularly by her niece and sister
and after they told her definitely that they could not
make room for her in their home she was much more appre-
ciative of the situation in the boarding home and made a
good adjustment.
Prior to her illness Miss Anders had always been inde-
pendent. She had never liked to talk about her own af-
fairs and resented interference. She never mingled well
and she never made friends with any of the neighbors.
She had few interests, always took a rather suspicious
attitude toward her people and was very reserved in a
group of people.
Miss Anders needed a great deal of reassurance when she
was first placed in the boarding home. After a few
months she told the social worker that she liked the
other patients much better than she had expected and
that Mrs. R. was like a mother to her.
She enjoyed regular visits with her relatives who were
always much pleased with the placement. She went down-
town once a week to the movies, or to shop, or to visit
relatives and friends. Several times she got permanent
waves
.
The board rate of eighteen dollars a week was met by six
dollars from the Hospital and Miss Anders helped with the
housework to make up the difference.
As of December 31, 1947 patient had been in boarding home
care for seven years and under Hospital supervision for
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seven years, three months. Future plans were for her to
continue in this placement. Miss Anders is now seventy
years old.
G-eorgianna Meadows , widow, was eighty years old when admitted
to the Hospital on a District Court Commitment. There
had been no previous episodes. She had complete loss of
memory, had wandered off, and had become unmanageable so
that her daughter could no longer care for her at home.
Diagnosis: Senile Psychosis, Simple Type.
Mrs. Meadows made an excellent adjustment in the Hospital.
She was quiet, cooperative and took fairly good care of
herself. Two months after admission she had broncho-
pneumonia and was placed on the danger list. After re-
turn to her ward from the medical building she showed a
good deal of improvement physically. She was spry on her
feet, her gait youthful and she assisted with ward work.
She was one of ten patients on the ward picked for active
therapy with Vitamin B Complex. She improved considerably
especially in that she was more alert and more willing to
mix with the other patients and after one and a half years
in the Hospital she was referred to the social service
department for boarding home placement. Her relatives
willingly consented to this plan but were unable to con-
tribute toward her support. Mrs. Meadows had been an Old
Age Assistance recipient prior to commitment and about a
month after referral for possible placement she was re-
instated for Old Age Assistance. Placement was made after
Mrs. Meadows had been in the Hospital for one year, eight
months. She was cooperative and evidently pleased with
the idea of leaving the Hospital.
The patient from the time of placement made a good adjust-
ment. Once she wandered off and was picked up by the po-
lice and returned unharmed to the boarding home. She
spent most of her time sitting in her room watching people
passing by, listened to the radio, and took a great in-
terest in the general routine of the home. She helped
some with dishes and took considerable pride in keeping
her room in order.
Mrs. Meadows’ daughter showed real interest in the patient
and her regular visits were a source of great pleasure to
the patient.
The patient always stated that she was happy and contented
and that the boarding home mother did everything to make
her happy. On the average of about once a year she became
combative and very much upset but quickly got over her
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emotional upset and remained quiet for months.
For about three years patient has been totally blind and
very confused. She has to be fed, dressed, and led
around, and is considerable care. She is eighty-seven
years old at present.
As of December 31, 1947 Mrs. Meadows had been in board-
ing home care for five years, eight months and under
Hospital supervision for seven years, four months.
The board rate of eighteen dollars a week was met by six
dollars from the Hospital and twelve dollars Old Age
Assistance
.
The boarding home mother is willing to continue caring
for the patient but she may have to be returned to the
Hospital because there are other patients in the board-
ing home and the boarding home mother could not devote
her time entirely to one patient.
Eva Brown
,
a widow, was seventy-two years old when admitted
to the Hospital on a Department of Social Welfare Com-
mitment. There had been no previous episodes. She was
irritable, her memory was defective, she had lost weight
and was unmanageable at home. Diagnosis: Senile Psy-
chosis, Simple Type.
The patient was on her good behavior at the Hospital.
She took good care of her appearance and she helped a
little on the ward making several beds each morning.
Three months after admission Mrs. Brown was referred to
the social service department by the Doctor for place-
ment. Her son had visited the social worker and was
very anxious to have placement made. This was done af-
ter Mrs. Brown had been in the Hospital a month.
The patient was very difficult when first placed. She
resented her son because he could not have her in his
home. In about four months Mrs. Brown began to make a
good adjustment. She told the social worker that she
was very fond of the boarding home mother and stated,
’’she is a lovely person and very good to me," and added
that she would rather be with her than with any of her
relatives or even in her own home.
Nine months after placement Mrs. Brown was no trouble
at all in the boarding home and was quite willing to
adjust to the home routine. Hov/ever, she remained
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belligerent against her son and his wife stating that
they had put her out of her own home and that she would
never forgive them for so doing. She refused to see her
son when he came to visit.
The patient continued to make a good adjustment. She was
quite congenial with the other patients, followed the
routine of the home very well, was very much attached to
the boarding home mother and expressed no paranoid ideas
against anyone but her son and his wife.
As of December 31, 1947 Mrs. Brown had been in the board-
ing home for one year, two months and under Hospital
supervision for one year, three months. She is now sev-
enty-three years old.
The board of twenty-one dollars a week was met by six
dollars from the Hospital and fifteen dollars from Mrs.
Brown’s son.
The patient has not required much supervision. She is
happy and contented in placement and plans are for her
to continue in the boarding home.
Sarah Sanborn , a widow, was admitted to the Hospital when she
was sixty-nine years old on a District Court Commitment.
It was her first hospitalization and there had been no
previous episodes. 'The niece, with whom she made her
home and whom she constantly criticized, could no longer
care for her and there was no other relative who could be
responsible for her.
On admission Mrs. Sanborn was somewhat depressed, worried
and very sad. She had some difficulty in concentrating
and in doing calculation. Otherwise she had sound judg-
ment, her memory was unimpaired, and she had good in-
sight .
The patient had generalized arteriosclerosis and hyper-
tension and diagnosis given was: Psychosis with Cerebral
Arteriosclerosis
.
A month after commitment Mrs. Sanborn expressed her de-
sire to leave the Hospital, as soon as possible. For
about two months after commitment she was sad and wor-
ried. About two and a half months after commitment the
ward doctor felt that she was well enough to be consid-
ered for placement and notified the social service de-
partment to this effect.
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The social worker conferred with Mrs. Sanborn's nephew
and brother-in-law who were anxious to have the patient
cared for in a boarding home in the city of N . if pos-
sible. The social worker accompanied patient's brother-
in-law to a home in N. which he thought might be a pos-
sibility. Ihe woman of the house, a friend of the pa-
tient, stated that she was very fond of Mrs. Sanborn and
would be willing to take her but her son objected to her
taking on this responsibility. No placement was decided
upon for Mrs. Sanborn at this time.
The following month the social worker inquired about
rates at a nursing home in N. but the rates were pro-
hibitive. It was decided that since the Hospital had no
available boarding home in N. that when Mrs. Sanborn’s
brother-in-law could locate a desirable home there the
social worker would go with him to make her evaluation
of it.
Placement was made in the home of a friend after Mrs.
Sanborn had been in the Hospital for three months. She
was delighted to return to N., the city where she had
lived previously.
Mrs. Sanborn had to return to the Hospital three weeks
later because she had a fracture of her wrist. She was
able to return to the boarding home after six weeks at
the Hospital.
Several months later when the social worker called on
Mrs. Sanborn, she found that she was not quite satisfied
in the boarding home. She found the home comfortable
and was appreciative of the f act that when she wanted
to leave the Hospital Mr. 0. was the only person who
offered her a home but his meticulousness was beginning
to ’’get on her nerves" and she felt somewhat depressed.
She decided that because the house was warm and because
Mr. 0. was so good to her that she would remain there
during the winter but requested that in the springtime
that the worker look for another placement for her.
The worker assured her that she would do her best to
locate another home for her early in the spring.
About a month later the worker received a letter from
Mrs. Sanborn stating that she was unhappy in the home
as Mr. 0. was very exacting, expecting her to eat exact-
ly what he procured, eat as much as he served, and found
fault if she did not fold the newspaper exactly as he
wished it to be. Worker arranged to transfer Mrs. San-
born a week later. When worker called for patient she
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said that she had changed her mind. She and Mr. 0. had
had an understanding and Mrs. Sanborn felt that the re-
lationship between them would be on a more satisfactory
basis
.
A month later patient was transferred a few days after
she had notified the worker that things were not working
out satisfactorily as she had hoped.
The second placement was at a home in the country. Mrs.
Sanborn spent a good deal of her time out of doors at
this home and was particularly fond of feeding the ducks
and chickens. She liked to listen to the radio. When
she first went to the home she was at times antagonistic
toward the other patients but after she became more used
to her surroundings she enjoyed talking with them.
Mrs. Sanborn was worried about her property and also up-
set because her guardian did not meet her board payments
promptly. The social worker discussed these matters
with him and things were worked out to the patient’s
satisfaction.
Mrs. Sanborn decided seven months after she had been
placed in the country home that she would like to again
live in N. Her brother-in-law found a home and worker
accompanied Mrs. Sanborn there but found it to be un-
desirable and the patient decided to continue on in the
farm home, and her adjustment from then on was good.
There were no complaints from the boarding home mother
about this patient.
As of December 31, 1947 Mrs. Sanborn had been in the
boarding home for three years, two months, and under
Hospital supervision for three years, five months. Mrs.
Sanborn is now seventy-two years old.
The board rate was fifteen dollars per week because she
lived on a farm and did not require special care. This
was paid by Mrs. Sanborn’s guardian, ‘ from patient’s own
funds. Mrs. Sanborn was visited quite regularly by her
relatives, although once the social worker had to re-
quest that they visit more frequently to please the pa-
tient. They were well pleased with her placement. Mrs.
Sanborn showed no signs of depression after she once be-
came accustomed to the home and after her problems cen-
tered around her property and the payment of her botrd
were settled. She often told the social worker that she
was very much satisfied in the second placement.
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Future plans are for the patient to continue in the pre-
sent boarding home.
Mrs. Sanborn required considerable help from the social
worker at first but for many months after her initial ad-
justment she has been contented and there were no indi-
cations but what she would continue to be so.
Henry Brewster
,
single, was sixty- five years old when admit-
ted to the Hospital under a District Court Commitment,
It was his first hospitalization and there had been no
previous episodes. Mr. Brewster is a mental defective
and had never been able to support himself. His elderly
sister, with whom he lived, had to go to a hospital and
there was no one to care for him. Diagnosis: Without
Psychosis, Mental Deficiency, Imbecile.
Mr. Brewster made a good hospital adjustment. He con-
tinued to be pleasant in manner, was quiet, cooperative
and clean. After he had been hospitalized for two months
the doctors felt that he could be returned to the com-
munity if anyone wanted to care for him. Referral for
placement was not made to the social service department
until nine months later.
The social worker visited Mr. Brewster’s sister to as-
certain her feelings in having the patient placed in the
community. At first she was somewhat reticent but de-
cided that it might be of benefit to the patient to leave
the Hospital. When the worker talked with the patient
and explained about the boarding home placement plan he
was very acceptable of it. Placement was made after
Mr. Brewster had been in the Hospital for eleven months.
Mr. Brewster had to be treated on a very childish level.
He was one of four patients in the boarding home and was
the ’’pet" of the family. He was always happy, contented
and jolly. He enjoyed regular visits with his relatives
who were very much pleased with his placement and the
care he received. Much of the time Mr. Brewster spent
in walking about the farm enjoying the baby chicks and
playing with the kitten. Indoors he listened to the
radio and visited with the family. He often told the
social worker that the boarding home mother was very kind
to him, that he was perfectly contented there and how he
enjoyed being on a farm rather than in the Hospital. He
was always very accepting of the placement in the commun-
ity.
The eighteen dollars per week board rate for Mr. Brewster
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was paid by the Hospital and Old Age Assistance. Prior
to hospitalization he had been an Old Age Assistance
recipient and was easily certified for re-instatement.
Mr. Brewster made an excellent adjustment in the home.
As of December 31, 1947 he had been there for five years,
four months and under Hospital supervision for six years,
three months. He is now seventy-one years old.
There was no change in Mr. Brewster's condition while at
the Hospital from that at time of admission and it is not
expected that there ever will be. He requires custodial
care and future plans are for him to continue in the
boarding home where he has been since placement.
Joseph Lombardo , a widower, was seventy years old when admit-
ted to the Hospital on a Department of Social Welfare
Commitment. He had been hospitalized eleven years pre-
viously, not at the State Hospital, when he was first
mentally ill.
He had been extremely restless, depressed and withdrawn
at home. He had developed serious tremors and at his
request he was sent to Hospital and transferred a
week later to the State Hospital. Diagnosis: Psychosis
with Cerebral Arteriosclerosis.
The patient made a fairly good hospital adjustment. He
had a speech difficulty suggestive of stuttering. He
had partial insight into his condition. Eight months
after admission he was referred to the social service
department for placement. The social worker w as not
successful in contacting patient's daughter and when she
did the daughter was very much upset at the idea* She
requested worker to ask the Doctor to let the patient
remain in the Hospital for a little while longer since
it would be difficult for her to see him if he was placed
outside. She also stated that in her home is an aunt
over ninety years of age who is in ill health and it was
felt that her death would occur at any time. Mr. Lom-
bardo’s sister said that when this did occur she would
be glad to take him into her home.
One year, eleven months after admission patient was again
referred for placement. His sister was again visited
and worker discussed with her the advantages of having
Mr. Lombardo placed in a home-like environment. She
was more receptive to this plan than she had been pre-
viously and agreed to having Mr. Lombardo placed in the
community
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The worker visited patient and explained to him what was
meant by boarding home placement and asked him his feel-
ing about leaving the Hospital and being placed in a
private home. He was very agreeable to the plan.
The patient was re-instated on Old Age Assistance and
placement was made after he had been in the Hospital for
two years. He was satisfied in this home and occupied
himself by reading about the War. Ten months later he
was transferred to another home because the mother in
the first boarding home re-married.
Mr. Lombardo made a good adjustment in this second home.
Occasionally he got upset about the progress of the War,
was extremely happy when the European war ended and was
much calmer thereafter. He spent a great deal of time
praying. He enjoyed weekly visits from his relatives
who were very much satisfied with Mr. Lombardo’s place-
ment .
Two and a half years later patient was transferred, at
his request, to a home in the city of P. as he wished to
be nearer his sister. He made his best adjustment in
this home. One thing that apparently contributed to this
was the fact that Mr. and Mrs. T. spoke patient’s lan-
guage, Portuguese. He enjoyed playing cards with Mr. T.
and frequently told the social worker that "everything
is fine with me.”
As of December 31, 1947 Mr. Lombardo had been in board-
ing home care four years, eight months and under hospi-
tal supervision for six years, eight months. He is now
seventy-six years old.
The board of eighteen dollars a week was paid by six
dollars from the Hospital and twelve dollars by Old Age
Assistance
.
Plans are for Mr. Lombardo to continue in the present
boarding home.
Jane Green
,
married, was sixty-eight years old when she was
admitted to the Hospital on a District Court Commitment.
No previous episodes. She had loss of memory, was con-
fused, had been losing weight and was unable to walk
without assistance. Her husband could no longer care
for her at home. Diagnosis: Korsakoff’s Psychosis.
The patient made a good Hospital adjustment. She was co-
operative and always good natured. Three months after
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admission she was walking quite freely and went to work
in the kitchen. She continued to improve physically
and gained considerable weight.
Eight months after admission patient went on Trial Visit
with her husband but was returned tv/o days later be-
cause she would not stay in bed at night and was ram-
bling in her speech.
After three years, nine months in the Hospital oatient
was placed in boarding home care. Her family was agree-
able to this plan and Mrs. Green was happy to leave the
Hospital. She was especially pleased to be placed in
the particular home because she had known the boarding
home mother when Mrs. S. worked at the Hospital as an
attendant. Mrs. Green often told the worker that Mrs. S.
was the ’’finest woman in the land.”
Mrs. Green enjoyed chatting with the other patients,
listening to the radio and sometimes sang and danced for
the other patients. Her son visited regularly and her
husband occasionally.
Mrs, Green was returned to the Hospital for a jaundice
condition about four and a half years after placement
but was returned to the boarding home again after two
months
.
As time progressed patient became quite confused and dis-
played considerable more loss of memory than before her
attack of jaundice.
As of December 31, 1947 Mrs. Green had been in the board-
ing home for five years and under Hospital supervision
for eight years, nine months.
The board of fifteen dollars was met by six dollars from
the Hospital and nine dollars from her family.
Plans were for Mrs. Green to continue in this home.
B. A-Typical Cases
Following are four examples of patients who present a
different picture than do the majority of patients in board-
ing home care from the State Hospital. These patients are
younger. Supervision is considerably different than with
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the older patients because the problems are different. Diag-
noses for the younger patients is more varied than with the
older group.
Alice Pappas was twenty-two years old when admitted to the
Hospital on a Department of Social Welfare Commitment.
Ho previous episodes. She was extremely irritable, sta-
ted that she was "nervous and tired." She had been sub-
jected to abusive treatment by her husband and she had
separated from him. She had been upset about the death
of her mother a month previously. Patient was five months
pregnant. Diagnosis: Psychoneurosis, Reactive Depression.
Mrs. Pappas made a good ward adjustment. A month after
admission she could smile spontaneously and stated that
she no longer felt depressed.
Two months after admission the Doctor felt that a change
in environment would be beneficial and placement was made
immediately. When placed it was understood that Mrs.
Pappas would be returned to the Hospital in about two
months, prior to delivery.
Mrs. Pappas made a good boarding home adjustment. After
a month and a half she was returned to the Hospital be-
cause her pregnancy was at term.
The patient later was presented at Service Clinic per re-
quest for Trial Visit. In view of the difficulties in
the home environment and interest of several social agen-
cies in the community the Hospital social service depart-
ment will be notified of Mrs. Pappas’ release on Trial
Visit in order that the outside agencies may be notified.
Daniel Van Riet
, was forty years old when admitted to the
Hospital on a Department of Social Welfare Commitment as
a transfer from another hospital. He had had a previous
episode three years previously. He was depressed, sad,
cried easily and had attempted suicide. Informants felt
this was because of his wife’s infidelity, his own finan-
cial difficulties, his habit of drinking, and his poor
physical condition. Diagnosis: 1. Psychoneurosis, Re-
active Depression, 2. Hypertensive Cardio Vascular Disease
with partial right Hemiplegia.
The patient was an excellent hospital citizen within the
limits of his physical defects. He was cooperative with
treatment of rice diet given because of high blood
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pressure. A month and a half after admission there was
no evidence of depression, irritability or emotional in-
stability. He was sociable and spent his time visiting
with the other patients. He was referred for placement
six months after admission and about a month later after
financial aid had been received from General Public As-
sistance placement was made.
Mr. Van Riet made a good adjustment in the boarding home.
He enjoyed sitting on the porch and basking in the sun.
He wo rried considerably about his wife who visited him
only periodically. He was physically well and was happy
and contented in the boarding home. He was much pleased
because the boarding home mother invited his eleven year
old son to have Thanksgiving dinner with him.
The board of sixteen dollars a week was met by six doll-
ars from the Hospital and ten from General Public As-
sistance .
The plans were for Mr. Van Riet to continue in the board-
ing home. Patient was not yet well enough physically or
mentally to have another plan made.
Elsie Sherman , single, was fifty-four years old when admitted
to the Hospital on a District Court Commitment. No pre-
vious episodes. She was extremely noisy and disturbed
others in the two tenement house. She kept complaining
to the police about a man cutting her with a knife. Di-
agnosis: Dementia Praecox, Paranoid Type.
Miss Sherman made a good Hospital adjustment. She lacked
insight. She held tenaciously to her delusions and hal-
lucinations but this did not interfere with her compara-
tively good humor. She worked steadily in the sewing
room.
The patient was offered a boarding home placement several
times but she changed her mind in regard to the desira-
bility of this arrangement but finally decided that a
trial would not ham her. Placement was made after Miss
Sherman had been in the Hospital one year.
She made a good boarding home adjustment. She helped with
dishes, enjoyed talking with other patients, liked to reac^
listen to the radio, and sit in the yard. She often told
the social worker ” everything is fine with me
.
n
The board of eighteen dollars a week was met by six doll-
ars from the Hospital and twelve dollars by her guardian
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from funds from the sale of patient’s home.
As of December 31, 1947 Miss Sherman had been in the
boarding home for three years, two months and under Hos-
pital supervision for four years, four months.
Future plans are for Miss Sherman to continue in the
boarding home. Her only relative, a sister, is also a
patient at the State Hospital.
Leif Noble
,
widower, was forty-eight years old when admitted
to the Hospital on a District Court Commitment. It was
his third admission to the State Hospital. He was pass-
ive, apathetic, and brooding. He stated that he was for-
getful and took gas because he was depressed. There was
definite evidence of memory defect. Diagnosis: Psycho-
sis Due to Drugs and Other Exogenous Poisons (carbon
monoxide poisoning)
.
While in the Hospital patient was seclusive. He followed
the ward routine willingly and was employed in the main
kitchen.
Two months after admission patient was referred for place-
ment which was made immediately in a boarding home where
Mr. Noble had obtained work for himself after his second
discharge from the State Hospital. This was in a board-
ing home in use by the Hospital.
Mr. Noble was returned to the Hospital seven months later
for observation for stomach complaints. No pathology
was found and patient was returned to the boarding home
three weeks later.
Eleven months later patient was upset because he felt
that nothing had been done for him at the Hospital and
was anxious to have the privilege of going to the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital. Worker discussed this with
the Doctor and there was no objection but the Hospital
could not finance the expense for such observation. Pa-
tient decided that he would earn the money for this and
did by working at a saw mill and cleaning out hen houses.
Mr. Noble was considerably encouraged inasmuch as he was
told that his memory was not as much impaired as he had
thought but that he was somewhat depressed from worrying
about it. It was advised that patient be placed in a
job, preferably not on a farm but where he would have
more life and association.
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Four days later patient was placed at a restaurant where
he washed dishes. He received his board and room and
ten dollars a week. Worker impressed upon the manager
of the restaurant that Mr. Noble was not to be allowed
to buy a drink, nor was anyone to offer him one. The
manager appeared to be very understanding of the patient'
condition and stated that he would see to it that no one
tempted patient to drink. Patient did not get into any
difficulty while on this job but about two months later
he was finding the hours rather long and wanted a job
where he could earn more money. He spoke about a former
employer and arrangements were made through the worker
for Mr. Noble to return as a janitor and general chore
man at thirty-five dollars a week. On the day patient
assumed these duties he was placed in a boarding home.
He made a fair adjustment at first. He was arrogant and
unpleasant in his attitude about the home. He felt de-
termined for a time to get his discharge from the Hospi-
tal despite the fact that he was utterly incapable of
getting along without supervision in the community.
Mr. Noble did satisfactory work but was laid off after a
year and a half because of lack of work. His employer
continued to tak an interest in him and gave Mr. Noble
two dollars a week for his personal necessities.
The patient made a good adjustment in the boarding home
as time went on. He enjoyed playing cards with the other
patients, going downtown, and listening to the radio.
He was rather restless because he was unable to obtain
work
.
As of December 31, 1947 patient had been in boarding home
care for four years, four months and under Hospital su-
pervision for four years, six months. He is now fifty-
two years old.
The board of sixteen dollars a week was paid by Mr. Noble
from his earning^ while he was employed and later by six
dollars from the Hospital and ten dollars from General
Public Assistance.
The plans are for Mr. Noble to continue in the present
boarding home. He has no relatives. His former employer
is willing to hire him if business increases. Mr. Noble
is extremely limited in what he can do and anyone employ-
ing him would have to have a great deal of understanding
of his condition and a good deal of faith in him to keep
him.
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C. Trial Visit
Arthur Henry was sixty-seven years old upon admission to the
Hospital on a District Court Commitment. He had had a
previous episode seven months earlier. He was irritable,
had ideas his family was against him, and was completely
disoriented for person, place and time. He had been a
heavy periodic drinker. Diagnosis: Psychosis Due to
Alcohol, Alcoholic Deterioration and Paranoid Condition.
The patient made a good ward adjustment. His appetite
improved. His condition remained essentially unchanged.
He was referred for placement after he had been in the
Hospital five weeks. His son was extremely anxious to
have his father leave the Hospital and the entire family
was pleased with the arrangements made for the patient.
Placement was made after Mr. Henry had been in the Hospi-
tal a month and a half.
The patient was a constant complainer in the boarding
home and told all of his woes to the other patients. He
was dissatisfied because his relatives did not visit more
frequently. He was returned to the Hospital once for a
day as he had been complaining of a pain in his chest
and had a severe cougjh. X-ray examination showed no
signs of tuberculosis.
After four and a half months in the boarding home Mr.
Henry was allowed to go on Trial Visit with his wife at
her request. This was not because of a good boarding
home adjustment but rather because patient's wife felt
that he would be happier in his own home. She was much
satisfied with the placement but Mr. Henry had the idea
he was not wanted at home and therefore Trial Visit was
an attempt to alleviate this idea. Mrs. Henry said that
she would try to care for him at home as long as she
could.
Mr. Henry died two months after going on Trial Visit.
Principal cause of death: Strangulated Hernia.
D. Failures
Only two of the thirty-six patients included in the
study failed in placement. Following are these two cases:
Grace Olsen
,
single, was forty-five years old when she was
admitted to the Hospital on a Department of Social Wel-
fare Commitment. No previous episodes. She talked to
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herself continually, heard many voices, thought people
abused her, and was confused and disoriented.
When first at the Hospital she had to be led to the din-
ing room, was preoccupied, responded to auditory hal-
lucinations, and was careless of her appearance.
The patient had no relatives but a friend with whom she
had lived prior to commitment was much concerned about
the patient. Two months after admission Miss Olsen went
on Trial Visit in the custody of this friend, a trained
nurse. She was returned to the Hospital eleven months
later as she became quite agitated, tearful and delu-
sional .
A year later Miss Olsen was placed in a boarding home
after she had been under Hospital supervision for two
years, one month but she was returned a week later be-
cause it was impossible to keep her in the boarding
home. She crawled under beds, rattled doors, shouted
through windows, went up and down stairs and was gener-
ally disturbing to the household and community.
The failure apparently occurred because Miss Olsen was
not well enough for placement. She had not made a good
Hospital adjustment, failed on Trial Visit, and prob-
ably would not have been placed in a boarding home ex-
cept for the urging of her nurse friend, who acted as
her guardian, who was very anxious that patient be given
a trial in a boarding home placement. Miss Olsen had no
insight into her illness and condition.
George Kraut
, a widower, was seventy-four years old when
admitted to the Hospital on a Department of Social Wel-
fare Commitment. No previous episodes. Upon admission
he was very forgetful, confused, had begun to wander
from home and get lost. He had been somewhat suspicious
and had shown deterioration in personal habits. Diag-
nosis: Senile Psychosis, Simple Deterioration,
During the short period Mr. Kraut was at the Hospital he
was quiet and cooperative. His memory was poor and he
got lost on the ward at night. He was able to help
around the ward and in the dining room.
A week and a half after admission the Doctor requested
placement for patient. Mr. Kraut’s nephew was inter-
viewed by the social worker regarding this and found
that this plan was very much desired by him and the pa-
tient. Placement was made after Mr. Kraut had been in
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Hospital for fifteen days.
Sixteen days later Mr. Kraut had to be returned to the
Hospital. He was unable to take care of his personal
needs, was confused, spread defecation on the bureau and
mirror, soiled his bed linen and was too difficult a pa-
tient for boarding home care.
The failure apparently occurred because Mr. Kraut was
failing rapidly physically and his mental condition
simultaneously became worse.
Mr. Kraut died four days after return to the Hospital.
Principal cause of death: Peritonitis from a strangu-
lated hernia.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Prom the material presented in the study the following
conclusions may be drawn:
Boarding home care in many instances was the only means
of helping patients who had no relatives or interested friends
who could care for them, but whose mental condition warranted
a trial outside the Hospital.
Decision of which placement was best for each patient
grew out of a recognition of his needs, and no placement was
made until the patient was ready to accept the move to a new
situation. There was flexibility in making new plans if the
first or second placement was not what seemed best for the
patient
.
The majority of patients were of the continued treatment
type and were not placed in boarding home care with the idea
of its being a therapeutic procedure which would lead to re-
covery, but rather because the patients would be more com-
fortable in homes and were not in need of specialized ser-
vices at the Hospital. Continued hospitalization could do
no more for them than to offer kindly, comfortable care which
could be better provided in the boarding home.
Boarding home care is used for a minority of patients
who have responded so well to intensive Hospital treatment
that they are placed in a home as a therapeutic measure with
the purpose of hastening their recovery and rehabilitation.
.1 r
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None such was included in this study because they had been
self-supporting for a long time prior to the period chosen
for the study so were no longer considered boarding home
patients, and during the period under study no patient made
this degree of adjustment.
Indirect suggestion and encouragement were found to be
more effective in working with the elderly than was direct
suggestion.
Each patient was made to feel wanted and wherever pos-
sible needed and useful and was encouraged to perform as
many of his usual physical and mental tasks as possible.
The more successful adjustments were made in those
cases where the patient had some insight into his condition.
Patients considered unsuitable for boarding home care
were
:
Patients who had severe convulsions.
Patients with acute disorders who were likely to
recover after a few months.
Patients who were bedridden or who required con-
stant medical and nursing care.
Patients who were noisy, destructive, violent or
suicidal
.
Patients who had marked erotic tendencies.
Patients who were undergoing special medical or
psychiatric treatment.
Patients who had pronounced delusions of persecu-
tion.
BENEFITS OF THE BOARDING HOME PROGRAM
The mos t important value of the boarding home program
is its effect upon the patients. Benefits and satisfactions
of boarding home care are many. Following are some of these
one vt
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No particular order has been, used because the values differ
in importance among individual patients*
To the Patient
In boarding home care the patient is regarded individu-
ally, not as one of thousands. In a state mental hospital
there is inevitable loss of personal identity. In the Hos-
pital individualized attention must necessarily be concen-
trated on the more acutely ill.
The patient finds in the boarding home a more natural
setting for a more normal kind of life. There is relief
for him from the crowded surroundings of the hospital.
There is the opportunity for some self-direction in con-
trast to the regimentation and standardization necessary in
the hospital.
There is an incentive for the patient to help with
home duties, to do things one likes, which is not possible
in a hospital setting.
The patient has a more individualized diet in the home
than can be arranged at the hospital.
The boarding home program is flexible in affording
better opportunity for the patient to associate with rela-
tives and friends. The hospital has to set definite visit-
ing hours.
Social activities are not as restricted in a boarding
home as they are in the hospital.
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Many patients feel confined and unhappy in the hospital
setting and return to home-like surroundings gives a feeling
of freedom regained. Sharing of home life brings happiness.
Emotional life is not as inhibited in the boarding home
as it is in the hospital.
The patient finds it quieter in the boarding home than
in the hospital. There is no shouting in the boarding home
as there is in the hospital.
Patients in boarding home care have a better opportuni-
ty to enjoy the out-of-doors, the fresh air, and sunlight
than when in the hospital.
Patients have access to their own clothing and belong-
ings in the boarding home. At the hospital the patients
have only bare necessities at hand with other articles kept
for safety either in the marking room or in the s afe at the
administration building.
No more than two patients are allowed in a room in the
boarding home and in some instances patients have a room of
their own. There is privacy in bathing and more opportunity
for personal care.
Patients in boarding homes receive personal attention.
The majority of boarding home mothers take a greater interest
in the welfare of the patient than is actually required of
them.
The patient has a real opportunity for readjustment, and
in some instances for possible eventual return to full
..
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community life. The patient may adjust so well that he can
be discharged from supervision of the State Hospital.
Some patients put on needed weight. The appearance of
some improves noticeably. Some improve greatly in their
general health.
The boarding home mother, in general, can assume a more
objective, less protective attitude than the patient’s fam-
ily can. The patient finds protection and security v/ithout
the emotional complications that might arise with his family.
To the Family
Boarding home care lessens or removes for the family,
relatives, and friends of the patient the stigma they feel
is placed on them and the patient when the patient is at the
mental hospital. When the patient is elderly and his life
i
expectancy is shortened the family is particularly anxious
that the boarding home mother will feel that she can care
for the patient until his death rather than to return him in
his last illness to the State Hospital.
The family often develops a stronger feeling of respon-
sibility toward the patient in the boarding home than they
had when he was in the hospital.
The family feels closer to the patient and is currently
aware of his condition in that the boarding home mother is
more easily reached than the doctors at the hospital are.
To the Community
The boarding home program lessens the taxpayer’s burden
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for the support of hospitals for the mentally ill.
After a period of boarding home care some patients have
improved to such an extent that they have become entirely
self-supporting, with ability to again work full time, main-
tain their own home, and participate in community activities
and are recognized as useful, valuable citizens.
Boarding home care is an excellent means of interpreting
psychiatric endeavors and/or propagating mental hygiene know-
ledge. People cease to regard mental illness or mental de-
fect as something to be feared or shunned when they witness
the effectiveness of boarding home care. The program can
serve to foster greater understanding of and sympathy for
the mentally ill.
To the Boarding Home
Provides occupation and company.
Provides a certain and dependable income which improves
the economic status and security of the caretakers.
Provides the caretakers a means of keeping and support-
ing his home. Some of the homes have been improved consid-
erably, largely through funds from the boarding of patients.
One boarding home mother would probably have lost her home
if patients had been removed from her home.
Gives the boarding home mothers a broadened view of
persons and things.
Provides an outlet for altruism and is an outlet for
.; ,
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wanting to do something for others, meets an emotional need.
Can result in improvement in personal appearance of the
boarding home mother and in equipment of the home, as well
as tidiness of the home. Standards are raised by the super-
vision and encouragement given the boarding home mothers by
the social service worker.
To the Social Worker
The social worker derives her satisfaction from knowing
that she has, to her best abilities, done everything she can
to enable the patient to make a satisfactory boarding home
adjustment. She sees some of them become self-reliant and
entirely self-supporting.
The social worker is rewarded by the cooperation she has
from the boarding home mothers and the relatives and friends
of the patient.
Many of the patients express sincere gratitude to the
social worker for her aid in placing them in boarding home
care where they are content and happy.
Patients were placed as soon as possible, in many in-
stances within a few days after referral by the doctor. Pa-
tients were placed in boarding homes as soon as possible af-
ter the home had been approved. Acting when the persons in-
volved were interested and ready indicated cooperation and
made for harmonious relations.
The social worker is the key person in the total board-
ing home program, and the boarding home mother in the home
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itself
The boarding home program at the Rhode Island State
Hospital for Mental Diseases has been successful and worth-
while. The program has moved cautiously and steadily within
its legal limits. Thoughtful planning, intelligent and
careful supervision, with the best interest of the patients
has always been the foremost consideration.
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CHAPTER VII
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. It would seem that a printed instruction sheet of
regulations for each boarding home mother would be helpful.
Many of the present boarding homes have been in use for
several years, but now and then a new one is approved and
there are many things regarding the boarding home program
to be understood by the boarding home mother. The present
practice of writing specific instructions regarding an in-
dividual patient who requires special care or medication is
a very good one, but a list of general instructions appli-
cable to each patient would be time-saving in some cases to
both the social worker and the boarding home mother as it
would eliminate some telephoning to the social worker. It
would serve as a reminder to the boarding home mother of
items that she had not perhaps grasped fully at the time of
verbal explanation and dispel anxiety for her. This would
be particularly helpful in homes where there is more than
one patient.
2. Licensing of the boarding homes under requirements
set by the State Department of Social Welfare for the li-
censing of private boarding homes would mean that a group
opinion was reached regarding the home and not entirely
based on an individual decision. There has never been any
difficulty regarding this but one worker’s criteria as to
• .
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the desirability of a home might be quite different from
that of the worker who followed her. An example of this is
the fact that there were six homes in use prior to the pres-
ent worker’s assuming the responsibility for the boarding
home program. Very soon three of these homes were discon-
tinued, for very good reasons, but if there had been group
opinion when the applications were investigated these homes
might never have been approved.
3. The records regarding the patients in boarding home
care are complete and current but information regarding ap-
plication material is not gathered together so as to be
quickly accessible. It would be helpful if this information
could be compiled, brought up to date and continued so and
be easily available. It would be difficult for anyone to
take over the duties of the present social worker in super-
vision of this service if circumstances were such that she
suddenly could no longer continue in her present capacity.
Approved
Richard K. Conant
Dean
.
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A. SCHEDULE 83
Case Name Number
Date of Comittment
Type of comittment
Previous Episodes
Diagnosis
Birthdate Birthplace
Race Religion :gi.vxit status
Marital
Informant
Guardian
How supported Board Rate
Age at time of comittment Age at time of placement
Date considered well enough for placement
Date placed Boarding home
Number of study placement
Length of time under hospital supervision
Length of time in boarding home as of 12/31/47
Presentation at staff conference
Reason Result
Returned to hospital at any time
Reason
Discharged Reason
Condition at time of comittment
Course in hospi tal--signs and dates of improvement
Course in boarding home
Degree of adjustment in boar ding home
Condition as of 12/31/47
Adjustment in the boar ding home
Present

2Name Case number
Comments of patient re boarding home
Comments of boar ding home mother
Comments of relatives
interpretation--impor tant values in the case
future plans

B. TYPES OP COMMITMENTS
There are six types of commitments at the Rhode Island
State Hospital for Mental Diseases. These are:
1. Department of Social Welfare Commitments
2. District Court Commitments
3. Governor’s Commitments
4. Supreme Court Commitments
5. Superior Court Commitments
6. Voluntary Commitments
Since only those patients who are committed either under
a Department of Social Welfare or District Court Commitment
are eligible for boarding home care only these two types will
be explained in detail.
Department of Social Welfare Commitments
Upon the written application of the parent, guardian,
relative, or friend of any insane person, accompanied by
the certificate of two practising physicians, registered
in the State of Rhode Island, that such person is in-
sane, the director of public welfare is hereby author-
ized to receive such insane person for care upon such
terms as may be fixed by said director in his discretion.
District Court Commitments
Whenever complaint in writing and under oath shall be
made to any justice or clerk of a district court, that
any person within the county is insane so as to be dan-
gerous to the peace or safety of the people of the state,
or so as to render his restraint and treatment necessary
for his own welfare, such justice or clerk shall issue
his warrant under his hand and seal, returnable forth-
with, directed to the sheriff, deputy-sheriffs, chiefs
of police, town sergeants, or constables in said county,
requiring the officer charged therewith to apprehend such
person and have him, with such warrant, before such or
some other district court for examination relative to
such complaint at such time and place within the district
as shall be named in the warrant . And whenever such com-
plaint shall be accompanied by a certificate signed by
two practising physicians in this state, which shall
.. r*
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declare that said alleged insane person is an invalid or
that his condition, mental or physical, is such that he
can not, without serious prejudice to his welfare, be
examined in open court, district courts are hereby em-
powered and directed to hold such examinations at such
times and places within their districts as shall be most
conducive to the health and comfort of the person to be
examined, naming the place of examination in each mitti-
mus of commitment, if such shall be made; but when an
examination is made at any other place than in open
court such justice shall not commit such person to an
asylum without having the testimony of two practising
physicians of good standing that such person is so in-
sane or in need of restraint. ^3
33 Reference Folder for Administrative Procedures
,
Rhode Island State Hospital for Mental Diseases,
pp. 1, 3, 4
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C. BOARDING HOME APPLICATION FORM
STATE HOSPITAL FOh MENTaL DISEASES
BOARDING HOME RECORD Date:
Telephone
Name i
MNMtti
wmmm
•:
STATE HOSPITAL FOR MENTAL DISEASES
SOCIAL SERVICE RECORD
Full name
Address before com.
Aliases
PATIENT S IDENTIFICATION
Date of bitth
Place of birth
Color
Citizenship
Civil s'.a C9
Diagnosis
CONFIDENTIAL EXCHANGE
EMPLOYERS
We ekTy income froro last position
Case referred by
Date referred
Date closed
CORRESPONDENT
Name
:
Address
i
Telephone
;
Name of spouse
j
Address
Telephone
FAMILY GROUP
OTHER RELATIVES
Casa No.
Worker
EDUCATION
RECORD
COURT RECORD
SOCIAL SITUATION

D. FICTITIOUS NAMES OF PATIENTS
WITH KEY TO CASE STUDIES
T-Anders, Hannah Maloney, Edward
T-Brewster, Henry Matthews, Elizabeth
T-Brown, Eva •H' T-Meadows, Georgianna
Call, Myron Mills, Earl
Conlin, John Murray, Anna
Eaton, Savina Neighbors, Clara
T-Green, Jane A-Noble, Leif
Gustafson, William Norris, Catherine
Hart, Ann F-Olsen, Grace
Hartshorn, Maude n t\ A-Pappas, Alice
Hawk, William Phinney, Annie
TV-Henry, Arthur Quist, Ernest
Jennings, Gertrude Reece, Helen
Knowlton, Martha u *<*> 4\ T-Sanborn, Sarah
F-Kraut, George A-Sherman, Elsie
T-Lombardo, Joseph Smith, Francis
McCarthy, Susan ** A-Van Riet, Daniel
Malm, Margaret T-Wright, Mary
KEY
**CASE STUDIES ON THESE
T--Typical Cases 8
A—A-Typicai Cases 4
TV-Trial Visit 1
F—Failure 2
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